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Abstract 
D’Aquino, P., A sharpened version of McAloon’s theorem on initial segments of models of 
Ido, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 61 (1993) 49-62. 
A generalization is given of McAloon’s result (1982) on initial segments of models of ZA,,, the 
fragment of Peano Arithmetic where the induction scheme is restricted to formulas with 
bounded quantifiers. 
Let IA, be the fragment of PA (Peano Arithmetic) where the induction scheme 
is restricted to formulas with bounded quantifiers. I am going to generalize 
McAloon’s result [6] on initial segments of models of ZAo. My interest in this 
problem was stimulated by studying some lecture notes on fragments of 
arithmetic given by Professor A. Macintyre [5] at the University of Illinois, 
Urbana in the academic year 1984-5. 
This article owes a great deal to discussions I had with Professor A. Macintyre 
and Dr. A. Wilkie. 
1. Introduction 
McAloon worked with countable models since he was principally interested in 
their complexity in terms of recursion theory. Moreover, in his main result he 
uses Friedman’s embedding theorem which depends on the countability of the 
model. But some of his arguments work also for uncountable models. He proves, 
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for example, that in any model JU of ZA, of any cardinality and for any fixed n > 0 
there is a nonstandard initial segment which models Zz,,. 
His main result even if it is not stated in this form in his paper is the following: 
Theorem 1. If Al is a countable nonstandard model of IA0 then there is a 
nonstandard initial segment I of Ju such that I is a model of PA. 
In the next section I will give a proof of it by using saturation and avoiding 
appeal to Friedman’s theorem. McAloon also uses Gaifman’s theorem, which I 
also avoid. 
By an elaboration of well known saturation arguments and using some deep 
definability results (which relate to the fundamental paper of Ketonen and 
Solovay) by R. Sommer we solved in a very natural form the following more 
general problem: 
Given a E .& model of IA,,, when is there I c, JU, 1 nonstandard, a E I and 
IFPA? 
McAloon sketched also an argument which proves a refinement of Theorem 1, 
namely the initial segment I can be chosen to be recursively saturated. Also in 
this case his proof works for countable models. This result is also true in the 
uncountable case. This was pointed out to me by A. Macintyre and A. Wilkie. It 
follows from a general property satisfied by all models of PA. 
We will then give an answer to the previous question when .4 is a model of 
ZE,, which is the fragment of PA where the induction scheme is applied only to 
existentially bounded formulas. 
2. Proof of McAloon’s theorem 
Like McAloon I use the notion of diagonal indiscernibles. In the general case 
of the extended problem there is ultimately an appeal via Sommer’s result to the 
fundamental paper of Ketonen and Solovay where they link the Paris-Harrington 
function to the Wainer hierarchy. 
Definition 1. Let (&, <) be an ordered structure. A subset X of ti is a set of 
diagonal indiscernibles for the set C of formulas if for all 
@(ulJ, . . . , u,, wo,. . . > w,)EC and all c<c~,<...<c,EX and c<dO<--.< 
d,EXandall to<---<tk<c 
ti k @(co, . . . , c,, to, . . . t,J - @(do, . . . , 4, to, . . . , td. 
The importance of diagonal indiscernibles follows from the fact that from a 
suitable set of diagonal indiscernibles in a model of ZAo one can construct models 
of PA. The precise construction is as follows. Let .& be a model of IA0 and 0 #J 
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a subset of JU without last element such that J is a set of diagonal indiscernibles 
for the class of A,-formulas and has the further property that if c <d then c2 < d 
for all c, d E J. Let B, = {x: x < c for some c E J}. Then BJ is a model of PA. For 
the proof of this fundamental result see [9]. 
A suitable notion of saturation can be used to show that in any nonstandard 
model of IA,, there is an o-sequence of diagonal indiscernibles as above. The 
existence is equivalent to the satisfaction of the following recursive set of 
A,,-formulas in countably many unknowns: 
r(ro, r1, . . .)= {tic tj: i <i} u {tf< tj:i <i} 
u {vwO9 . . . ) wk <tj $(t,cl, . . . ? lj,? wO, . . . J wk) 
* #(C,,, * . . 7 tin, %, . . . 2 WC): 
44% . . . , unr YO, . . . , yk) E 41, i <jo, . . . , in, j < k, . . . , in>. 
There is a standard device for obtaining a type in one variable t by replacing ti 
by u,,(t), where u,,(t) denotes the p,-adic valuation of t. Notice that the 
complexity of the type does not increase. In what follows we prefer to work with 
types in infinitely many unknowns but it will be understood that we really work 
with a l-type. 
We will show that by applying a certain kind of recursive saturation T is 
realized in A. 
A general model of ZA, is not A,,-recursively saturated, just as a general model 
of PA is not recursively saturated. However, in PA any initial segment 
determined by an element is recursively saturated because an inductive truth 
definition of [0, a] can be defined in the ambient model. In Ido the situation is 
much more complex and not fully understood. We can summarize what is known 
as follows: 
(1) There is an example where [0, u] is not recursively saturated (see [S]). 
(2) If 2’” is defined for all IZ E N and there is an a > 2’” for all IZ E N then [0, b] 
is recursively saturated. This is clear from the discussion in [8] where the authors 
show that if a, b E JU FZAo and u > 2’” for all n E N then there is a formula 
r(u, X, y) defining truth for all formulas over the structure [0, b] in the structure 
[0, a]. Notice that all quantifiers of r(u, X, y) are bounded by a, so r E A(, and 
hence we can apply induction to r. 
(3) The problem of studying the recursive saturation of models of Ido has strict 
connections with complexity theory. Let ~AJZ be the conjecture that the 
do-hierarchy collapses. In the same article [8] it is shown that if IA,, klAoH then 
there is a truth definition for the structure [0, b] in [0, a] iff a > b” for all n E N. 
(In fact also the other implication holds.) So under the hypothesis that 
ZAotlAJd and that 6” are bounded for all n E f$J, the structure [0, b] is 
recursively saturated. 
(4) Assume again that ~AoH is provable in IA,. In [14] it is shown that if 
b E .IZ% kZAo + BLTl and b” are cofinal in the model then JU is in fact short 
U7,-recursively saturated. 
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So instead of working with the type t(to, tl, . . .) we consider 
r*(b, to, Cl, . . .) = z(t,, tl, . . .) U {ti < b: i E N} where 2” exists for all II E N. The 
following lemma guarantees the existence of such a b in any model of ZA0. 
Lemma 1. Let & be a model of ZAO. There exists a, b E JU such that 2’- exists for 
alInEN, anda>2b”foralln~FV. 
Proof. Let x be any nonstandard element of Jcc such that 2” is defined (it is well 
known that such an element exists). It is easy to prove that (logx)” <X for all 
n E N. Let b = logx. From properties satisfied by exponentiation in IA0 we can 
deduce that 2’” is defined for all n E N, and if a = 2” then 2’” <a for all II. 0 
By (2) the structure [0, b] with the restricted operations is recursively 
saturated. From a fundamental result due to Paris and Harrington in [9] it 
follows that the type r(&, t,, . . .) is finitely satisfiable in N, hence 
r*(b, to, ri, . . .) is finitely satisfiable in [0, b]. The recursive saturation of [0, b] 
implies that there is an o-sequence of diagonal indiscernibles below b. 
3. Generalized version of McAloon’s theorem 
We now consider the following more general problem: 
Given a E JU k IdO when is there Z C, JU, Z nonstandard, a E Z and Z t= PA? 
By the preceding it suffices (and is in fact necessary as we show later) that there 
exists a set .Z of diagonal indiscernibles with a <.I (i.e., a <j for all j E J). This 
leads to the problem of satisfying the type ~**(a, b, to, t,, . . .) = 
r*(b, to, tl, . . _) U {a < tj: i E N}. Our goal is to study when t**(u, b, to, t,, . . .) is 
finitely satisfiable in the structure [0, b] for a suitable b. This is equivalent to 
studying necessary and sufficient conditions that the element a has to satisfy in 
order to belong to Z != PA. 
Note. In any nonstandard model JIG of PA for any a E Ju there is an w-sequence 
of diagonal indiscernibles above a, i.e., the type t** is always realized. From a 
suitable provable version in PA of the Paris-Harrington principle we can deduce 
that r** is finitely satisfiable in .M. Notice that a pigeon hole principle argument is 
needed to guarantee that the indiscernibles are above a. Since the complexity of 
r** is bounded and .AX is weakly recursively saturated we can deduce that r** is 
realized in A. 
The most immediate nontrivial property that a has to satisfy is that 2” has to be 
defined. This follows from the facts that exponentiation is a provably total 
function in PA and its graph is do-definable. It is well known that the A,-formula 
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representing the relation y = 2x satisfies all the usual recursion laws in IA,,. This 
gives an invariant meaning to 2” in all models of IdO. 
The next natural step is to consider the iterated exponentiation, 
.2” 
2*.’ a times. 
This function is total in PA and it has a do-definable graph. We now discuss a 
more general problem about iterated functions. The result will be used also later 
and it will give an immediate do-definition of iterated 
[131). 
3.1. A,,-definition of iteration 
In this subsection I will outline how IA,, encodes the operation of iteration of 
exponentiation (see also 
functions. Iteration is of course one of the two main functionals used in the 
definition of the Wainer hierarchy. (The other functional is diagonalization using 
fundamental sequences. The encoding of this is highly technical. See [12].) 
As is customary (see [13]) I work over IA,(f), where f is a unary functional 
symbol. This system is the extension of IA,, where the induction scheme now 
allows bounds with terms involving f. 
To obtain a formal encoding of ‘iteration off’ one needs (apparently) to add to 
IA,(f) some axioms about the rate of growth off. These axioms are 
(i) VX f (x) 2 2*, 
(ii) VJZ % (x <.v +f (x) <f(y)), 
giving a system IA,*(f). 
Note. Axiom (i) has to be read as follows: for all x if 2” is defined then f (x) 2 2”. 
Then the function in two variables 
k times 
iterated function, has a A,,-definable graph which satisfies the following properties 
in IA,*(f): 
(1) VX F(0, X) =x; 
(2) vx vy (F(k + 1, x) =y + 32 <y F(k, x) = 2 A f (2) = y); 
(3) vXvy(F(k,x)=y+F(k+l,x)=f(y)). 
I first work in the model N, with f interpreted as a function N-, N, and I show 
how to give a A,(f)-definition of the relation fck’(x) =y, provided the axioms (i) 
and (ii) are satisfied. I will do this in some detail since it is not spelled out in the 
literature, and then I will adapt this definition to work internally in IA:(f). 
To compute fck’(x) we need to known the sequence of values 
(*) f’“‘(x), f ‘l’(x), . . . ) p-“(X), f ‘k’(X), 
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If we want to formalize this we need to express the sequence (*) and the 
relations among its terms in the language of Arithmetic. One of the standard 
methods is to use the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) which enables us to 
talk about the sequence of f”‘(x) for i s k: 
there are U, ZJ such that u =f”‘(x) (mod 1 + (1 + i)v) for all i 6 k. 
If we work in a nonstandard model of IdO we need to bound U, v with 
polynomials in k, x, y in order to obtain a A,-formula. So we need to estimate the 
size of U, r~. The minimum requirements that U, v have to satisfy are 
v = k! y (which guarantees that 1 + l(1 + i)v are pairwise coprime) 
and 
u < i$ (1 + (1 + i)v) < (k + 2)! @+I. 
Let y =fck’(x). By an easy induction in N we can prove that 
k! s 2kZ ~f’~)(x) = y and k 6 logy. 
so 
nsy 2 and u <(k + l)(k + 2)yy*(k+')~y2(k+l)+*~y2'"gy+4. 
Notice that with a bit of work the previous inequalities can be proved also in 
IA:(f). But if we work in a model of IA,*(f) we have no guarantee that y’Ogy is 
defined. To avoid this problem we observe that from the hypothesis f(x) 2 2” the 
gap between f ‘k-‘~(~) and fck’(x) is very ‘big’. So instead of coding the whole 
sequence (*) we exclude the last element fck’(x). Consider now the u, v coding 
f ‘O’(x) , . . * 9 f (k-‘)(x) = t. By the previous considerations 
v<t2<y* and ~<t~“‘g~+~< logy2'"g'"~Y+4<2'"gYlogy2<yy =y2. 
Let 
ZT(f, k,x,y)=3u<y23v<y2(Rem(u, l+v)=xAVisk-1 
(i > O-+ Rem(u, 1 + (i + 1)~) = f (Rem(u, 1 + iv)) A y =f(Rem(u, 1 + kv)). 
This is a A,(f)-formula. Notice that the same method will be used later for 
defining the Ackermann function. 
In order to show that ZT(f, k, x, y) gives an invariant meaning to f ‘k’(x) = y in 
any model of ZAG(f) we prove the following claim. 
Claim. In IA,*(f) the following are theorems 
(1) Vk Vx Vy Vz (ZT(f, k, x, y) A ZT(f, k, x, z)* y = z); 
(2) Vk Vx Vy Vz (ZT(f, k, x, y) A f (y) = z + ZT(f, k + 1, x, z)); 
(3) Vk Vx Vy (ZT(f, k + 1, x, y)* 3z < y ZT(f, k, x, z)). 
For the proof of the Claim the following result, which we only state, are used. 
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Lemma 2. (i) /A,*(f) b Vk t/j, Vy (f@3(~> = y --, (Vi < k Vz < y (S’“‘(X) = .z -+ 
(i + 1)2 f fog z))). 
For a A~~-de~nition f the relation k! = z see [I]. 
Proof of the Claim. (1) is clear. 
(3) Assume IT(f, k f 1, X, y); so there are 1c, r.~ <y’ coding a sequence 
a,, - * * t Q_~, ak such that ai = Rem(u, 1 + (i + 1)~) for all i G k and y =f(uk). 
We have to verify that ZZ’(f, k, x, a,J. It is clear that ak c y. The next step is to 
determine u ‘, U’ < a: coding the sequence an, . . . , ak_l. Choose YJ ’ = 
ak_* lcmjrrk (i); from a local version of the Chebyshev theorem in IA0 (see [l]), 
lcmjck (i) 6 2c(k-i) for some standard constant c (notice also that Zk-’ is defined). 
In order to apply CRT we need to guarantee the existence of &k-1 (1 + (1 -t 
i)v’), i.e., the lcm(1 + u’, 1 + 221’, . . . z 1 + kv ‘) has to exist. It can be proved by 
induction on j G k - 1 that &sj (1 + (1 + i)v’) exists, from which it follows that 
Q+_., (1 + (1 -i- i)z~‘) is defined. We omit the detailed proof. 
From the previous lemma and from 21’ 6ak_,2”(“-*) it follows that vpk is 
defined. So we can choose 
u’ 6 n (1 + (1 + i)v’) < (k + l)! ZI’~ G (k + l)! (~3~_,2”;)~ 
iS’k-1 
( (ak_,)Qrkz2(k+Q” < (ak_l)%Q*---r2PW) < 5WdyffWW1) < akak = @Z, 
where p is the poI~nom~a1 (e + 1)~” + 2~ + 1. 
(2) Assume IT(f, k, X, y) and f(y) = z, and let u, v <y2 coding the sequence 
a,, f * - 1 ak__$ such that ai =f(ai_t). i ok - f and f(+._r) =y. For the sake 
of clarity we will denote y by ak. We want to determine u*, U* <a: such 
that a, = Rem(Ec”, 1 + (1 + i>v*) for all i G k. Let ZJ” =ak Icrnisk (i) and 
U* < n[j;-Ek (1 + (1 + i>v*f. With similar arguments to those in (3) we can prove 
that u”, u* <z2. q 
Notice that if the function f has a A,-definition which satisfies the axioms (i) 
and (ii) in IA,, and it is defined on an initial segment, then we do not need to 
expand the language, since instead of f we just substitute the formula defining 
its graph. 
We now go back to our original problem. It is now clear that if a E J# R IA0 and 
a E I E: PA then the iterated exponentiation has to be defined at a. More generally: 
let @{x, y) E A0 provably define a total function f in PA. If a E f l=PA then 
I k 3y @(a, y) and since @ is A0 we can deduce that J# b Ely @(a, y). So f is 
defined ‘in the sense of Ju’. 
3.2. AOdefnitions of the Ackermann function and of the Wainer hierarchy 
Another function which is natural to consider after exponentiation and iterated 
exponentiation is the Ackermann function J$,, which we recall is defined via 
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diagonalization of the following functions: 
1 
F,(x) = x + 1, 
F,+,(x) = F!$+‘)(x) for all n 6 l+J. 
A A,,-definition of the graph of F,, is not obvious, because it ‘presupposes’ a 
uniform definition of all the F,‘s. We have obtained a A,-formula which defines 
the 3-ary relation F,(x) = y in IA,,. Let us denote this formula by Y(n, x, y). It 
can be proved in IA,, that Y(n, x, y) is functional and it satisfies the following 
recursion laws 
(i) Vx Y(0, x, x + 1); 
(ii) VnVxVy(Y(n+l,x,y)~ZT(F,,x+l,x,y)); 
(iii) Vn Vrl V+ Vy1 Vy2 (x1 <x2 A Wh XI, Yd A Wb x2, y2)-+y1 <y2); 
(iv) Vn Vx Vy (Y(n, x, y) ~Vk<nVr<x3w<yY(k,z,w)). 
We will not give the proofs of (i)-(’ ) iv since they follow from a more general 
result due to R. Sommer which we next discuss. The formula Y(n, x, y) provides 
an invariant meaning to all the functions F, (n < co) in all models of ZAo. Using 
the formula Y we can give a meaning also to the Ackermann function by 
defining Fw(x) = y iff Y(x, x, y). 
We give just an idea of how this formula is obtained. We need to estimate how 
much we need for computing F,(x) = y; the following scheme will clearify the 
ideas involved 
MO) F,(l) . . * F,(x)=Y 
F,_,(O) F,_,(l) . . * F,_I(x) * * * F,_,(F:?:l,(x)) =y 
Fn-2(0) F,_,(l) - . . F,_,(x) . . + . . . Fn_2(F~:~‘(F??,(x))) = y 
F,(O) F,(l) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Each row represents all the values of the functions Z$ for i < II we can need in 
order to compute F,(x). (Notice that in general not all of them are needed.) 
Notice that for the functions F where i 3 3 the gap between the penultimate value 
and y is ‘big’. We now use the same trick used for defining the iterated function, 
i.e., we code the values of the Z$ for i 2 3 except the last one (=y) by an element 
which turns out to be <y. For the first three functions it is well known that they 
have do-graphs. We choose to code the picture above, with the restrictions 
assumed, via the decomposition in product of powers of primes which is available 
in IA{,. The only problem is to guarantee the existence of enough primes, but this 
follows from the local version of the Chebyshev theorem in ZAo, see [l]. 
Having a do-definition of the Ackermann function it is now clear that in our 
original setting if a E Z b PA then F,(a) has to be defined in Ju. Notice that there 
is no ambiguity in writing F,(a). 
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We recall that the functions of the Ackermann hierarchy correspond to the 
first w levels of the following Wainer hierarchy (which presupposes a system of 
ordinal notation up to co, including fundamental sequences). 
Definition 2. For (Y < E” 
&j(X) =x + 1, F,+,(x) = F:+“(x), 
&;a(,~) = Fcay,(,,(x) if (Y is a limit ordinal and {a}(x) denotes the 
xth element of the fundamental sequence (Y. 
It is a well known result that the provably recursive functions of PA are the 
functions primitive recursive in those of the Wainer hierarchy. It was not known 
until recently that the functions of the Wainer hierarchy have do-graphs. J. 
Catlow in Oxford found for each LY < E” a A,,-formula which defines the relation 
F,(x) = y in the standard model N. A much stronger result has been obtained by 
Richard Sommer who, in his Ph.D. thesis [12], gives a A,,-definition of the 
relation F,(x) =y in the three variables LY, x, y which satisfies the recursion laws 
in ZAo. He first extends the notion of ordinal <e. to any model of ZAo in such a 
way that many of the basic facts about ordinals can be proved in Ido. In this way 
he gives a meaning to the concept of fundamental sequence attached to any 
ordinal in any model of IA,,. Notice that from the outside we can distinguish 
between standard and nonstandard ordinals of a nonstandard model Ju of ZA,,. 
The standard ordinals coincide with the ‘real’ ordinals, in the sense that if (Y < E(,, 
then the standard ordinals below & in Ju have order type (Y. But provided (Y is 
infinite, there are nonstandard ordinals below (Y. Notice that the elements below 
E” in the sense of Ju do not form an ordinal, while the standard elements below it 
have the same order type as 6”. Sommer’s coding in fact constructs a bijection 
between the standard part of the model and the standard ordinals up to E(,. 
The A,, formula @(a, x, y) defining F,(x) = y will work for both standard and 
nonstandard ordinals below E”. The main point to stress is that Sommer proves in 
Ido that 
(1) va vx vy vz (@( a, x, Y) A @(a, x, z)*Y = 2); 
(2) vx @(O, x, x + 1); 
(3) Va, V_X Vy (@(a + 1, x, y) eIT(F,, x + 1, x, y)); 
(4) Va Vx Vy (a limit-, (@(a, x, y) t-, @({a}(x), x, y)); 
(5) vavxvy(~(a,x,y)--,Vy<cuVz<x3w<yQi(y,z,w)). 
So the formula @(a, x, y) gives an invariant meaning to all functions of the 
Wainer hierarchy in all models 4 of Ido, and we are now free to write F,(x) for 
the unique y which satisfies & k @((u, x, y). 
Obviously, @((r, x, y) is much more complex than Y(n, x, y) defining the 
Ackermann function and we refer to Sommer’s thesis for the details. 
We will give the solution to our original problem in terms of the Wainer 
hierarchy. The main properties of these functions are that they are provably total 
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in PA and they have A,-definable graphs which satisfy the recursion laws. It is 
this last property which has made them easy to handle in any model of ZAO. There 
are of course other less natural hierarchies of A,-functions such that every 
provably recursive function of PA is primitive recursive in one of them. These can 
be got by standard ‘padding’ devices, and it seems hard to give them an invariant 
meaning. 
3.3. Main theorem 
We now state our main result. 
Theorem 2. Let .M k ZAo and a E .AX. The following are equivalent: 
(i) there exists Z C, & Z k PA and a E I; 
(ii) F,(a) is defined f or all a < e. and there exists b E JH such that F,(a) < b for 
all a < eo. 
The proof of (i) + (ii) is quite easy. If Z is a model of PA and a E Z it is clear 
that F,(a) have to be defined for all cy < co. So Z k 3y @((Y, a, y) for all standard 
LY < l o; hence by overspill there is a nonstandard element y (in fact y is a 
nonstandard ordinal below E,,) such that Z ‘F 3y @(y, a, y). Since @((u, X, y) is 
monotone increasing in the first and second coordinates we get F,(a) <F,,(a) for 
all a< CO. 
The proof of (ii) + (‘) 1 is obtained by using recursive saturation and the 
following basic result due to Sommer. 
Theorem 3. Let JI b Ido + exp and a E Jc1. Fix n E N. A necessary and suficient 
condition for a to belong to a nonstandard initial segment Z k Z& is that F,(a) is 
deJined for all a: < w,, and there exists b E J?.! such that F,(a) < b for all IX < w,. 
We do not go through the proof of this theorem. It is a complex proof which 
involves formalizing Ketonen-Solovay arguments inside Ido + exp. Recall 
that Ketonen and Solovay showed directly the connection between the F,‘s and 
instances of the Paris-Harrington principle, and so they relate the F,‘s to 
indiscernibles. 
Before proving our main theorem we want to show that the conditions 
expressed in Sommer’s theorem are also necessary and sufficient in the case we 
deal with the weaker theory ZA, instead of ZA, + exp. 
Lemma 3. Let JU b ZAo. The following are equivalent for each fixed n E N: 
(i) there exists a nonstandard Z C, .& such that a E Z and Z b ZEn. 
(ii) F,(a) are defined for all a -C w, and have an upper bound b in the model. 
Proof. We prove the Lemma for n = 1. 
(ii) + (i) In any model Z of ZJY1 the Fk(x) for k < w are total, see [ll]. Let a E I, 
we prove that there exists b E Z such that F,(a) <b for all k < w. Using the 
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bijection between the standard ordinals below o and the standard part of the 
model, we can say that Z b 3y @(k, a, y) for every k E RJ. So by z’,-overspill 
(remember that Zz, -11 ZZZ, see also [lo]) there exists a nonstandard element y of Z 
such that I b 3y @(y, a, y). From the properties satisfied by @(a, x, y) it follows 
that F,(a) < F,(a) for all k < w. 
(i) + (ii) We show th at 1 implies that there exists an initial segment I* of Jt (‘)
such that I* k ZA,, + exp and a < I* < b, F,(a) E Z* for all k E w, and there exists a 
b* E I* such that F,(a) < b* for all k E CD. Then it will suffice to apply Sommer’s 
result to I” and we will obtain (ii). 
Consider the A,-formula 3y <b @(x, a, y); it is satisfied by all standard k E &, 
and hence by A,-overspill there exists a y nonstandard such that M b 3y < 
b @(v, a, y). If 6 = [y/2], then 6 + n < y for all it E IV and F*+,(u) is defined for 
all n EN. Let b* = F,(u), hence &(a) < b* for all k E N. Moreover, from the 
existence of F6+,(a) for all IZ E N there follows that of 
22’. 9. 
II times 
for all II E N. Let 
z* = {x E d/u: x < 22...i 
II* 
12 times for some n e N}. 
It is easy to show that I* is a model of IA, + exp, it is an initial segment of .4t and 
F,(u) E I* for b* E I” and F,(u) < b* for all k E IV. 
We now summarize the situation by the following picture: 
i I \ I \ I 1 
N a IbI.r, b’ I*El&+exp b #kIA, 
Notice that b tj I* since b* = F,(u) < F,(u) < b. 
For the case n > 1 the same kind of proof works and is even a little easier. 0 
Remark 1. Notice that if for a fixed n E IV we require only that F,(u) is defined 
for all LY < w, and the values can be cofinal in the model then we can construct an 
initial segment Zc, & containing a but in general it does not model the whole 
&-induction but only the t/3-consequences of Z&. 
Notice also that even if F,(u) are defined for all a! < o,, it does not follow that 
F,“(u) is defined. But there is a nonstandard y below what JU thinks is w, such 
that F,(a) is defined and F,(a) > F,(u) for all (Y < 0,. 
We now prove (ii) 3 (i) of our main theorem. We need to recall some known 
results. By the standard notation (PH) we will denote the combinatorial principle 
which says that for every e, r, k natural numbers, X c N and for any partition 
P: [X]“-+r there exists Y G X such that Y is homogeneous w.r.t. P and 
card(Y) 3 max(min(Y), k). It is a well known result due to Paris and Harrington 
that N k (PH) but PAX (PH). Nevertheless, there are provable versions of (PH), 
namely if (PH), for n E N denotes the sentence saying that for every r, k E N and 
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X c N and any partition P: [Xl” -+ r there is Y c X, Y homogeneous w.r.t. P and 
card(Y) 2 max(k, min(Y)), then PA t (PH),. In fact, it suffices ZJ$ to prove 
(PH), for all II > 1 (see [7]). 
Assuming that (ii) of Theorem 2 holds we want to construct a set of diagonal 
indiscernibles for A,-formulas above a and below b. We will guarantee the 
existence of them by realizing the following recursive short partial type 
r**(u, b, to, tl, . . .)={a<ti:i~~}U{ti<b:i~~}U{t?<ti+,:i~~) 
U {Vy < tj (@(y> ti,, . . . J ti,) ++ $6, tj,, . . . 2 fj,): i E N, 
i<i,<*** <i,, i <ji < * . . <in, $6, x1, . . . , x,) E A(,}. 
By the same type of argument as in Lemma 3 we can assume w.1.o.g. 2’” exists 
for all it E N and y >2’” for some y and for all n E N. So w.l.o.g.[O, b] is 
recursively saturated. 
In the case of the original version of McAloon’s theorem we appealed to the 
Paris-Harrington result in N in order to guarantee that the type was finitely 
satisfiable. Here we have to guarantee that it is finitely satisfiable above a and 
below b. Let u c t** be a finite subset of t**. Only a finite number of formulas, 
and hence a finite number of variables will appear in 0. So we have to guarantee 
the existence of a set of diagonal indiscernibles for only finitely many A,,- 
formulas. Let $i,, . . . , $i, be the formulas of (T and let II be the maximum 
number of variables of &, for j = 1, . . . , k. From [9] we can deduce that only a 
finite version of the principle (PH) is needed in order to guarantee the existence 
of such a set of diagonal indiscernibles, namely, (PH)2,+1. So from what we have 
recalled before we need only &,+,-induction to prove (PH)2n+l. By the 
hypothesis (ii) and by Lemma 3 we can deduce the existence of an initial segment 
I* such that a <I* <b and Z* k I&2n+l. So in Z* we have the guarantee that a set 
of diagonal indiscernibles for the formulas &,, . . . C#Q, does exist. But this is 
enough to guarantee that t ** is finitely satisfiable in [0, b]. By applying the 
recursive saturation of [0, b] we get the existence of .Z, set of diagonal 
indiscernibles which generates a model of PA between a and b. 0 
Remark 2. If we weaken condition (ii) of Theorem 2 by assuming only that F,(a) 
is defined for all (Y < c0 but not that the values are bounded by a common 
element, then (ii) implies the existence of initial segment models of Z& for all 
II E N, but not the existence of an initial segment model of PA. For, fix n and 
consider F,(a) for a< o,, they are all defined and also F,(a) <&(a). By 
Lemma 3 we can deduce that there is an initial segment Z which is a model of Z&, 
and contains a. 
Notice that from the existence of F,(a) for all LY < E(, there does not follow that 
of F&a). PA does not prove that FE,, is total so there is a model Jt of PA such 
that for some element a E At there is no y satisfying F&(a) = y in JU. But from 
.4t F PA it follows that F,(a) is defined for all LY < E(). Consider now X = 
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{x E A: x <F,(a) for some & < et,}. J\r is not a model of PA since the values of 
F,(a) are co&al in JV. However, X is a model of the V%theory of PA (and so of 
IA& The F,(a) are all defined in X for all cy < ear, but there is no initial segment 
I E PA, a E I, for we would have F,(a) E I for all ff < et), so I = N. 
In [6] McAloon remarks that Theorem 1 can be improved by getting Z 
recursively saturated. He appeals to particular indicators in order to obtain it. 
This result can be obtained as an immediate corollary of the following theorem 
which states a property satisfied by all models of PA. 
Theorem 4. Any nonstandard model of PA is a union of recursively saturated 
initial segments which are models of PA. 
In [3] Theorem 4 is given as an exercise using indicator theory. The result can 
be proved also without indicator theory, but using some basic results about PA 
such as Friedman’s theorem and the provability of the Matijasevic-Robinson- 
Davis-Putnam theorem in id,, + exp. 
Consider now the fragment of PA denoted by ZE, . Wilmers proved in [ 151 that 
any countable nonstandard model of ZE, has a nonstandard initial segment which 
is a model of PA, so it makes sense to look for necessary and sufficient conditions 
that an element a E Jtl k ZE, has to satisfy in order to belong to an initial segment 
which is a model of PA. 
Let (P) denote the axiom which says that any Pell’s equation has a nontrivial 
solution. Using some results of Kaye [4], we can prove that ZE, + Pit IA0 + 
exp (see 121). Let f denote the function which associates to each a e & I= ZE, + P 
the minimal nontrivial solution of the Pell’s equation x2 - (a” - l)y’= 1. Kaye 
proved that any nonstandard model of ZE, has a nonstandard initial segment &,,,, 
which is a model of ZA,, + exp and it is maximal with respect to this property. 
Theorem 5. Let & k ZE, be nonstandard and a E ~2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There is Z C, Ju, I nonstandard, a E I, and Z k PA. 
(ii) F,(a) are dej?ned for all a < co and there is a b E A such that F,(a) < b for 
all N < E(, and f ‘k’(b) are defined for all k E N. 
Proof. (i) =$ (ii) Trivial. 
(ii)+(i) We can distinguish two cases: if .&k P then the implication follows 
from Theorem 2. If & # P, consider .&_,. From J&, k P it follows that b, fCk)(b) 
are in ./u,,, for all k E N, and so also a, F,(a) E JR_, for all LY < co. Now apply 
Theorem 2 to J&,. Cl 
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